
Spatial Filters

Filter Type Description Method

Low Pass replaces the value of each voxel with the average value of the 

neighborhood*

Unsharp

highlights edges and noise

Unsharp Enhance combines unsharp with original volume

Sobel highlights edges

Sobel Enhance combines Sobel with original volume

Median replaces the value of each voxel with the average value of the 

neighborhood*

Rank orders all the values of voxels in the neighborhood* and returns the value 

corresponding to the rank in the ordered list†

Sigma smoothes noise while preserving edges 

and thin lines

replaces the value x of each voxel with the average value of voxels in the 

neighborhood* having values of x ± 2  ‡

VSF Mean smoothes noise while preserving edges 

and thin lines

replaces the value x of each voxel with the average value of voxels in the 

neighborhood§ having values of x ± 

Gradient highlights edges replaces the value of each voxel with the maximum absolute difference 

between its value and that of its orthogonal neighbors

entire volume or to selected objects if an object map is loaded.
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Filter Type Description Method

AHE enhances contrast for viewing (not for 

measurement)

adjusts voxel values based on histogram of a localized region¶

Anisotropic reduces noise while preserving edges

Convolution

image

performs spatial convolution of volume with user-supplied point spread 

function

Inhomogeneity 

Correction gradients

replaces voxel intensity with Ii i is the 

input voxel intensity

Sticks suppresses noise while enhancing thin 

edges

applies directional masks and determines output based on Type 

parameter

Chamfer Distance 

Map

creates a map that may be used for 

shape recognition

calculates Chamfer distance of each voxel to nearest nonzero voxel

Euclidean Distance 

Transform

creates a map that may be used for 

shape recognition

calculates Euclidean distance of each voxel to nearest nonzero voxel

Adaptive Restoration reduces noise  using an adaptive 

method

Curvature creates a map of instantaneous local 

surface curvature

sums binary voxel values in the 26-connected neighborhood of each voxel 

to give a curvature value from 0-26
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‡If fewer than 9% of the voxels in the kernel fall within the x ± 2

effective for images which have subtle detail in both very bright and very dim regions of the image. It may also be used to expand the dynamic range of grayscale in a region which has 
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